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Douglas, Tina  (PUC)

From: Van Gerpen, Patty
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Douglas, Tina  (PUC)
Subject: HP14-002

Please post the following in the Dakota Access docket, HP14‐002, under Comments and Responses. 
 
‐Patty 

From: Nelson, Chris  
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 4:49 PM 
To: gmail.com, Mathew.Wollmann 
Cc: Van Gerpen, Patty 
Subject: Re: Dakota Access  

Representative Wollmann,  

Thanks for contacting me.  Because Dakota Access is an open docket at the PUC by law I can't discuss these 
issues with you outside of a public meeting. I will have PUC staff respond to you next week.   

Chris  
 
 
On Nov 6, 2015, at 12:06 PM, Mathew Wollmann <mathew.wollmann@gmail.com> wrote: 

Chris, 
 
I hope your time in Pierre is going very well. I'm very excited for next years legislative session.  
 
I wanted to forward you a few questions that I have had brought to me about the Dakota Access 
pipeline. Most deal with South Dakota law, and the protection of our citizens, and our 
environment.  
 
Currently are there any state laws that protect our citizens in regards to any spills or damage to 
the environment? As well as protection to who is responsible for such spills, or the 
decommissioning of the pipeline. Do you see any flaws or any changes you think should be 
made within state law to better protect our citizens? 
 
I'm just trying to look after my landowners that reside within District 8.  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. Very nice to see you briefly at the SDSU parade.  
--  

Mathew Wollmann 
COO Saunter Raven LLC 
CEO Wollmann Productions LLC 
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SD State Representative District 8  
Specialist SD National Guard 211th Engineer Co.  

(605) 480-3038 
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=226194151 
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